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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF
PEAK EXPIRATORY FLOW

Sir,
(Received on May 5, 1998)

I read with interest an article regarding
the peak expiratory flow (PEF)
measurements in hand loom weavers of
Maharashtra in a recent issue of your
Journal 0). The authors have evaluated PEF
in 319 handloom weavers using Wright's
peak flow meter, and compared these results
with PEF of an identical number of age and
sex matched controls. Although this study
addresses important issues, I would like to
point out a few deficiencies in the methods
employed.

The authors have used an average of
three readings while expressing PEF results.
However, the PEF manoeuvre is extremely
effort dependent and intrasubject
variability may be significant in a given
session of measurement. Therefore, current
recommendations advise the use of the
highest of atleast three acceptable readings
while reporting PEF values (2-4). The use
of an average value is likely to significantly
underestimate the actual result in some of
the subjects.

The authors have dichotomized PEF
measurements into normal or reduced while
performing a logistic regression analysis.

They have used a cut-off predicted value
derived from the regression equation for this
purpose. However, I would like to point out
that the predicted value from a regression
equation is not the same as normal value
for a given individual. The 'normal' is best
described as a range (rather than a single
point value), defined by the expression
'predicted value ± 1.645 RSD (or SEE)',
where RSD and SEE are the residual
standard deviation and standard error of
estimate of the regression equation
respectively (3, 5). A reduced PEF would
thus be defined as a value less than the
lower limit of this range. Many of the PEF
values classified as 'reduced' in this present
study are therefore likely to be normal.
Further, the regression equations used by
the authors were derived for an elderly
population aged 55 years or more (6). Only
145 of the 319 subjects in each group in this
study (45.45%) belonged to this age group.
It is not advisable to extrapolate results of
a regression equation defined for an elderly
population to a much younger study group.
Other regression equations describing
normal PEF for healthy Maharashtrians over
a much wider age range are available (7),
and are better suited to such a study
population.
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